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The West’s World-Problem:
Screen-Mediated Morality

The Westworld Problem
by Caleb Kirby

The issue of moral standing as applied to aethical actions is one that has come to the
forefront of the public consciousness with the
advent of modern technological advances
that allow for new avenues of individual
moral expression. Specifically, there is much
debate regarding interactive media such as
video games which allow the user to
participate in acts which might otherwise be
considered immoral; the classic example is
whether or not immoral acts in a video game,
such as murder in Grand Theft Auto, is
indicative of or even attributing to immoral
actions and social trends in real life. However,
for this particular discussion we must look to
the science fiction series Westworld. Murder,
rape, torture, and worse are all par for the
course in the Westworld park, as the hosts
are submitted to the whims of the visitors
only to be patched up and sent back out the
next day to endure yet more abuses they will
not remember. The main question of this
discussion then becomes this: with a
sufficiently advanced interactive medium
capable of accurately simulating the real
world, how do the ethical and moral standing
of acts taken within such a medium compare
to if those same acts if they occurred in a
realistic scenario?
The realism of the hosts is a large plot
point within the series, but for our purposes
we must examine this realism in the context
of how they serve as ethical proxies. It does
not actually matter whether we consider the
hosts to be human or not, because their
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realism still impacts the weight of any
immoral acts perpetrated upon them
regardless of whether they are sentient and
sapient. They operate on a determined set of
character traits and software rules designed
to maximize guest interaction, with the park
administration actively seeking to make them
nigh-indistinguishable from true humans.
There is the intentional dichotomy of selling
an experience that is, at its core, a western
themed simulation sandbox, and this unease
between making the hosts as life-like as
possible but just distinguishable enough not
to trigger a moral guilt in the visitors is
indicative of a wider ethical tension in the
situation itself. The park understands that at
least some people have a desire to engage in
socially and morally reprehensible acts, and
so seeks to profit from this market of desire
all while ostensibly trying to ensure that the
consequences of these acts are downplayed
or mitigated entirely. This is a cognitive
dissonance, and examining why reveals the
solution to the overall question. To put it
simply, those at the park and the guests
within are attempting to have their cake and
eat it too.
By seeking to maximize host believability,
the park caters to the unethical whims of
their guests through the assurance of an
“authentic” experience, all while denying any
moral responsibility to the hosts.
Deontologically, this becomes an obvious
issue as we examine the intentions and
Kantian ethics which apply in this instance;
those involved display a clear lack of Good
Will towards the hosts, as they are regarded
as mere objects operating within the realm of

technical actions. From the park perspective,
shooting a host for target practice is no worse
than shooting a steel plate; one may not
scream afterwards, but this is regarded as
window dressing designed to increase
immersion. However, there is also a danger
from a consequentialist standpoint, namely
that the active courting of normally immoral
activities will lead to a wider societal
loosening of ethical standards; this seemingly
plays into the typically conservative
arguments of how violent media will make
people violent, though the key lies in the
levels of abstraction and disconnect between
the types of media, in this case video games
and Westworld. To understand the issue, we
must adapt Jack Simmons’ theory of the copresent margin originally developed for
philosophy of cinema, the space within which
a viewer rests as the filmic world combines
with their own in a fusion of perspectives; the
world of the movie becomes real for the
viewer as they engage with the film, and so it
is for Westworld to an even greater degree as
it contains an actual interactive element.1 As
advances in immersive technologies close this
interactive co-present to ever more narrow
levels, until only outside knowledge the moral
actor brings with them is able to create a
distinction between the real world and the
interactive. This means that the guests build a
level of normalization and desensitization to
the depraved actions they undertake, and this
ultimately bleeds into wider public behavior
as casual violence is accepted and even
encouraged. Laura Mulvey acknowledges the
power of pleasure in film and how it can
portray negative stereotypes and attitudes,
how the sexualization of women for example
perpetuates the misogynistic standards of
present society.2 The idea here is in a similar
vein, but with the interactive nature of
Westworld the issue becomes even larger.
There is a difference between shooting
someone in a violent video game and
shooting a host, as with the video game there
is the ever-apparent disconnect between my

actions and reality; there is no one actually
dying when I play Grand Theft Auto, and
despite the same arguably being true of the
hosts, a spiritual damage is still inflicted as I
become accustomed to shooting a host with
my own fingers on the trigger. In Platonic
terms, the park actively encourages the
guests to allow their spirited and appetitive
aspects of the tri-partite soul to surmount the
rational. However, even for “harmless”
entertainment or fantasy, this is a damaging
and ill-advised thing.
Ultimately the park is fostering and
encouraging behavior that would in any other
realistic scenario be prevented or punished,
all while trying to say that these behaviors do
not actually hold any meaning beyond the
temporary gratification of the visitors’ dark
desires. While much other media absolutely
have glorification of violence, the key
difference is the level of engagement that
visitors have with the consequences of what
they do. A person pressing a trigger to slay an
innocent bystander on a TV screen is different
and requires a different mindset from
shooting a host in the head and watching
them bleed out, as the later’s interactive copresent is much more encompassing and thus
impactful. Regardless of whether or not the
hosts truly are human then, so long as they
are close enough for it to be difficult to tell,
we have an ethical responsibility to treat
them as humans for the sake of our own
natures.
1. Jack Simmons, “The Ontology of Perception in Cinema”
Film & Philosophy 4 (1997): 74–84.
2. Laura Mulvey, “Visual Pleasure and Narrative Cinema” in
Film Theory and Criticism: Introductory Readings, eds. Leo
Braudy and Marshall Cohen (New York: Oxford UP, 1999),
833-44.
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